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tribble wikipedia
May 22 2024

tribbles are a fictional alien species in the star trek universe they were conceived by
screenwriter david gerrold and first appeared in 1967 in the fifteenth episode of the second
season of star trek the original series titled the trouble with tribbles

tribble memory alpha fandom
Apr 21 2024

tribble was the colloquial name for a rodent like species with the scientific names
tribleustes ventricosus and polygeminus grex tribbles were small non intelligent lifeforms
originating from iota geminorum iv known for their prodigious reproductive rate these round
furry creatures emitted

what are tribbles a star trek species overview
Mar 20 2024

tribbles are fictitious species in the star trek universe they first appeared in a 1967
episode on star trek the original series the trouble with tribbles which was written by
screenwriter david gerrald also they also appeared in four star trek films and video games
like star trek armada ii tribbles characterized by their gentle and



star trek tribbles explained we got this covered
Feb 19 2024

the reason for their remarkable rate of reproduction is simple each tribble is born pregnant
through asexual reproduction tribbles can reproduce with litters of ten every 12 hours all of

star trek how many tribbles were there science fiction
Jan 18 2024

based on an average litter of 10 starting with 10 tribbles who are about to give birth to
their first litter you would have only 1 100 000 tribbles after 72 hours share improve this
answer

physics undergrads crunched numbers for star trek s tribble
Dec 17 2023

a group of undergraduates at the university of leicester in the uk calculated the growth rate
of the fictional star trek critters known as tribbles

star trek what is the average life span of a tribble
Nov 16 2023

if each tribble produces 10 offspring most of the population is always young even with no die



off the latest generation will always amount to 90 of the population this means that you can
make an ok estimate of the population growth without knowing the lifespan of tribbles

the science of star trek the trouble with tribbles
Oct 15 2023

the tribble reacted with a screeching noise now how exactly do these fluffy little puffs
manage to multiply at such extreme rates cleverly each tribble is born pregnant and if given
the smallest morsel of food will give birth to 10 tribbles who in turn will also produce 10
tribbles

tribbles tribbles from star trek tribbles math problem
Sep 14 2023

a new paper guesstimates how long it would take for tribbles to fill the uss enterprise on
star trek the math of population growth is more than just exponential spock calculates the
population

the trouble with tribbles 10 best star trek moments time
Aug 13 2023

finally this show contains some of leonard nimoy s driest best geek moments as when spock
calculates the breeding rate of tribbles one tribble multiplying with an average litter of 10



tribbles are legitimately terrifying r daystrominstitute
Jul 12 2023

that means tribbles increase at a rate of n x 11 every 12 hours the key point is we only saw 3
days of reproductive cycle if you drop a tribble off on a planet with ample organic food and
they continue to reproduce at n x 11 every 12 hours after a week you would have 34 trillion
tribbles

what are tribbles in star trek lovarzi blog
Jun 11 2023

heck you might have a cat or hamster that resembles a tribble though fingers crossed none of
your pets has quite the rate of reproduction that tribbles do or earth is doomed worryingly
there is a species on our planet that look like the tribbles but are actually venomous

star trek discovery s tribble easter egg explained screen rant
May 10 2023

given too much food tribbles begin to reproduce at a prodigious and exponential rate a single
tribble can end up spawning a million tribbles in just a few days if allowed to eat enough



star trek the klingons greatest enemy were the tribbles
Apr 09 2023

in fact their asexual reproductive rate was alarming spock leonard nimoy calculated that the
average tribble produced a litter of 10 every 12 hours which would account for a single
tribble being able to create 1 771 561 progeny in the course of three days

celebrating 52 years of the trouble with tribbles star trek
Mar 08 2023

since today is the 52nd anniversary of the first broadcast of the trouble with tribbles we
thought we d take a look at the development of the episode from its initial story premise to
the final product

star trek s fuzzy and adorable menaces the tribbles
Feb 07 2023

whether you re a consummate congoer or only watch occasional reruns of captain kirk s alien
adventures you re probably familiar with tribbles the cute little balls of fluff that nobody
can resist except the klingons



star trek how tribbles became an icon of the franchise
Jan 06 2023

the tribble is undoubtedly an icon of the old days of star trek but it s fair to say this has
a lot to do with audience nostalgia with the klingons and vulcans even ferengi and borg
cropping

star trek finally gave a classic tos alien an origin story
Dec 05 2022

the tribbles one of star trek s most infamous alien species just got a surprisingly dark
hilarious origin story the deceptively cute little fur balls are featured in the the trouble
with edward the latest short trek installment

tribble definition in american english collins english
Nov 04 2022

tribble papermaking in paper manufacture a frame for drying paper click for pronunciations
examples sentences video

treble definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Oct 03 2022



to increase to three times the size or amount or to make something do this profits sales
shares treble in its first six months camelot s profits trebled a cost price trebles the price
of property has almost trebled in the last two years they invested 2m in trebling capacity at
their processing plant last year
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